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MEDIA RELEASE
OCG’s Senior Investigator Selected as Jamaica’s Sole Representative to Attend
Major Corruption Management Programme in Singapore
Kingston; February 14, 2012 – Carla-Gaye Kelly, the Office of the Contractor General’s (OCG’s) Senior
Special Investigator, is the only Jamaican who has been selected by the Government of Singapore and the
Commonwealth Secretariat to participate in a major 2-week Corruption Management Training Programme
for Investigators which will take place in Singapore between February 20 and March 2, 2012.
The programme, which is being jointly sponsored by the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Corporation
(CFTC) and the Singapore Cooperation Programme of the Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs, is
designed for heads and supervisors of Investigation Units of Anti-Corruption Commissions and Regulatory
Bodies of Commonwealth member countries.
Ms. Kelly, who now becomes the 5th OCG officer to benefit from specialized anti-corruption training in
Singapore, was recommended to the Commonwealth Secretariat by Contractor General, Greg Christie.
The primary objective of the training programme, at which twenty-five (25) delegates drawn from twenty
(20) Commonwealth countries will be in attendance, is to stimulate participants to develop their capacities
and skills to investigate corruption in their own countries.
The programme will share the Singapore experience in managing corruption, and will focus on the effective
conduct of investigations as well as the different strategies and approaches to investigation and forensics in
tackling corruption. The programme will also give participants an appreciation and understanding of the
fundamental principles and concepts which underpin forensic investigations.
Ms. Kelly has led several major OCG Special Investigations, under the supervision of the Contractor
General and the OCG’s Chief Investigator. One of Ms. Kelly’s most recent high profile Investigations was
the OCG’s LNG Investigation which, among other things, found extensive irregularities in the tendering
process for the proposed financing, development, ownership and operation of an LNG Re-gasification
Terminal and Natural Gas Transportation System for Jamaica. In consequence of Ms. Kelly’s Findings, the
Government of Jamaica was forced to abandon the previous tender process in which the Exmar Consortium
was selected as the preferred bidder.
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